Thirty-three cases of body dysmorphic disorder in children and adolescents.
Body dysmorphic disorder (BDD), a preoccupation with a nonexistent or slight defect in appearance, usually begins during adolescence. Because there have been no studies of the clinical features of BDD in children and adolescents, the authors assessed these features in the largest series to date. Thirty-three children and adolescents with DSM-IV BDD were assessed for demographic characteristics, phenomenology, associated psychopathology, and treatment history and response. Bodily preoccupations most often focused on the skin (61%) and hair (55%). All subjects had associated compulsive behaviors, most often camouflaging (e.g., with clothing) in 94%, comparing with others (87%), and mirror checking (85%). Ninety-four percent reported impairment in social functioning and 85% in academic or job functioning due to BDD. Thirty-nine percent had had psychiatric hospitalizations, and 21% had made a suicide attempt. Ten (53%) of 19 subjects treated with a serotonin reuptake inhibitor had much or very much improvement in BDD symptoms; in contrast, 0 of 8 trials with other psychotropic medications, 0 of 1 trial of cognitive-behavioral therapy, and 1 of 20 psychotherapy trials resulted in improvement. Twelve (36%) subjects received surgical, dermatological, or dental treatment, with a poor outcome in all cases. BDD can cause significant morbidity in children and adolescents. These preliminary data suggest that serotonin reuptake inhibitors may be an effective treatment in this age group.